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Abstract

In the cloud computing era, cloud providers must design data
centers that satisfy the requirements such as business continu-
ity, coverage and performance, and cost-effectiveness forof-
fering application providers the competitive hosting services.
However, it is hard for even elephant cloud providers to sat-
isfy these requirements all together because of the cost prob-
lem. In this paper, we propose the concept ofvirtual data center
(vDC) of multiple geographically distributed data centers over
the Internet to extend the coverage of hosting services in a cost-
effective manner and apply the concept ofAS alliance to ensure
resilient connectivity of vDC to achieve high business continu-
ity. We also introduce the detail design of AS alliance tailored
for the vDC concept and conduct a feasibility study for making
vDC connectivity robust.

1 Introduction

Recently, more and more applications and data are be-
ing served from carefully designed large-scale data cen-
ters, a.k.a., cloud computing platforms, over the Inter-
net, since we tend to care how fast and reliable our ac-
cess is to the services rather thanwhere and how they
are hosted [10, 12]. In this cloud computing era, ap-
plication providers pay cloud providers that operate data
centers for hosting their applications to serve users. Ac-
cordingly, it has become clear that cloud providers must
design data centers that satisfy the following three cru-
cial requirements for enabling competitive hosting ser-
vices for application providers: (1)business continuity—
continuously and reliably host mission-critical network
services even when catastrophic hardware failures and
natural disasters occur, (2)coverage and performance—
widely cover geographically diverse users, thus, pro-
vide the users fast and reliable access to the hosted ser-
vices (3)cost-effectiveness—minimize cost for hosting
services, which eventually leads to providing users with
inexpensive access to them.

There exist a multitude of cloud providers ranging
from small regional ones to large planetary-scale ones,
or in another perspective, from centrally operated ones
to distributed ones inter-connected via resilient network
connections. However, no matter which design to choose
to realize business continuity and coverage, the problem
eventually boils down to the cost for achieving them.
We observe that a centrally-managed, large data center
is generally expensive in terms of processing and net-
work resources to realize business continuity. For ex-
ample, a new middle-size data center with about 54,000
servers and 13.5MW (250 Watts/server× 54K servers)
costs over $200M [5]. In addition, provisioning network
bandwidth through peering with tier-1 networks is nec-
essary due to data traffic implosion, but is also costly.
For example, it is reported that Google is losing more
than $1M per day for bandwidth due to a huge volume
of YouTube traffic concentrated on their data centers [9].
Similarly, it is hard for a single cloud provider to shoot
the two birds—business continuity and footprint—at the
same time, e.g., extending business coverage through
constructing data centers in different continents while en-
suring data synchronization and replication among them
requires investment on fast and resilient network connec-
tivity. For example, recently, Google has jointly filed
the contract of laying a trans-oceanic submarine fiber for
about $300M [7]. While even elephant cloud providers
such as Google and Amazon are facing the cost problem,
it is almost prohibiting for small regional ones to play
the same game for business continuity and coverage in a
cost-effective manner.

Our goal is to conduct a cost-effective way for small
regional data centers to scale out into a global data cen-
ter to satisfy the requirements for data centers. In this
paper, we posit that constructing avirtual data center
(vDC) of multiple geographically distributed data cen-
ters operated by different organizations over the Internet
andensuring robust connectivity among them is the key
to cost effectively scaling out to the global business cov-



erage and achieving business continuity. In a nutshell,
our idea is to separatecloud service providers anddata
center providers to allow the former to build a vDC on
top of the resources purchased from the latter and to con-
nect them through multiple disjoint paths over the Inter-
net. Exploiting the existing data center infrastructures
without any dedicated links between them not only saves
the cost for constructing a new infrastructure but also en-
ables dynamically control the extent of business cover-
age and reconfiguring connectivity for data synchroniza-
tion and replication. Our contributions in this paper are
two-fold: first, we propose the concept of vDC to ex-
tend the footprint of hosting services in a cost-efficient
manner. Second, in putting into practice the concept of
vDC spanning across multiple ASes, we apply the con-
cept of AS alliance [8] that discovers multiple disjoint
paths among the selected ASes to achieve high business
continuity over the Internet in an inexpensive way de-
spite the limitation of BGP [16, 15]. We introduce the
detail design of AS alliance tailored for the vDC concept
and conduct a feasibility study for making vDC connec-
tivity robust. Our vDC design powered by the AS al-
liance connectivity mechanism slightly extends BGP and
uses IP tunnels, thus, is practical enough to be deployed
today in the current Internet.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reports related work. Section 3 introduces the concept of
our vDC architecture over AS alliance and Section 4 de-
scribes its design. Section 5 demonstrates our prototype
implementation of vDC over AS alliance and Section 6
briefly concludes.

2 Related Work

An approach to separating infrastructure providers and
service providers has been presented in Mobile Virtual
Network Operators (MVNO) and Cabo [6]. The purpose
of this virtual infrastructure model is to optimize the re-
source allocation, especially reducing cost by efficiently
sharing physical infrastructures and to bring a new busi-
ness model into the market. We show that the same vir-
tual infrastructure model is also applicable to the cloud
hosting service business, i.e., cloud service providers can
purchase resources and infrastructures such as housing
space, processing power, network connectivity from data
center providers.

There exist a few studies that discuss similar concepts
of alliance among ASes [13, 18]. Although, in these
studies, an alliance is formed among neighboring ASes,
our AS alliance is formed among arbitrary (e.g., remote)
ASes. R-BGP [14] is an approach to ensures that mul-
tiple ASes stay connected as long as the Internet is con-
nected. R-BGP provides pre-computed failover paths to
get around a failed link rapidly, but does not provide mul-

tiple paths. More importantly, R-BGP improves only
unilateral connectivity from any AS to a target ASX
and requiresexternality—cooperation from several other
parties that not directly benefit from the system. For in-
stance, only if ASB knows alternative paths to ASX and
a set of ASes located along the primary path from ASB
to ASX cooperatively install R-BGP for the target ASX,
R-BGP can quickly failover a link failure on the primary
path toX. Therefore, several ASes must share incentives
to deploy R-BGP for the sake of improving resilience to
AS X. In contrast, our alliance approach brings benefit—
achieving resilience in mutual communications—toall
and only the alliance members, thus minimizing exter-
nality and avoiding incentive issues to hinder its deploy-
ment.

SBone [2] aims to secure BGP. In SBone, an AS over-
lay network is formed among a small group of ASes by
a mesh of virtual links. Also, just running eBGP ses-
sions overlaid on top of an AS virtual network may ap-
pear similar to AS alliance. As far as we know, however,
we first propose to apply an AS overlay to inter-connect
data centers over the Internet.

3 Architecture of vDC over AS Alliance

3.1 Overview

In our proposal, we assume a cloud service provider
purchases resources from multiple (several, most likely
three) data centers and consolidates them into a virtual
data center over the Internet. The separation of data cen-
ter providers and cloud service providers thus extends
the business coverage of a single cloud service provider
without incurring the cost of introducing new process-
ing and network infrastructures. However, the question
is how to achieve business continuity in a cost-effective
way over the Internet, where AS alliance comes into play
to the rescue to resolving the issue.

Figure 1 depicts the overview of the architecture of
vDC over AS alliance. It shows the Internet at the bot-

Figure 1: Virtual data center over AS alliance.
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Figure 2: The three types of path from the viewpoint of
AS#10 in the alliance.

tom, an AS alliance on top of the Internet, and a vDC
over the AS alliance. Data centers forming a vDC op-
erate in different ASes and exchange route information
via BGP. AS alliance is formed by a given set of ASes
in the Internet. It provides robust communication among
the alliance member ASes over the Internet. Therefore,
forming an AS alliance among ASes of data centers con-
sisting of a vDC makes the inter-communication among
them resilient.

In order to realize the robust communication among
the alliance member ASes, an AS alliance provides mul-
tiple paths among the member ASes. Each member AS
constructs multiple paths by sharing BGP routes1 with
one another and a member AS provides the other mem-
bers with a transit between them. Moreover, to prevent
the multiple paths from becoming vulnerable simultane-
ously due to a single point of failure, e.g., a link failure, a
member AS computes the multiple paths to be as disjoint
as possible from the BGP routes. We assume that a mem-
ber uses one of the multiple paths as the primary one and
others as backup, or it may use the multiple paths simul-
taneously. We also assume that AS alliance members are
edge ASes, i.e., they do not transit traffic between other
ASes in the normal routing. Note that throughout this pa-
per, we describe a three-AS alliance as an example of an
AS alliance, since a three-AS alliance is the simplest pos-
sible form of alliance and also can be an essential build-
ing block of further extension [8].

3.2 Paths among the AS alliance members

We define the three types of paths in an AS alliance. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates these three types of pathsfrom the view-
point of AS#10 in the alliance where the members are
AS#10, #20 and #30.

The first path is a direct path, that is, a normal BGP
path. The second path is a forwarding overlay path via

1In this paper, the term “route” generally means the information
that will be advertised in a BGP update message, and the term “path”
is used as an instance of the route.

Figure 3: Architecture inside an alliance member AS.

AS#30. Even if all direct paths fail, AS#10 can continue
to communicate with AS#20 over this overlay path with
help from AS#30. The third path is a transit overlay path
that AS#10 provides, which is a portion of the forward-
ing overlay path from AS#30 to AS#20 via AS#10.

The reason that a transit overlay path is needed is as
follows. To forward packets from AS#10 to AS#20 along
the forwarding overlay path, the origin router of AS#10
needs to force packets to AS#20 to traverse AS#30. The
simplest way to realize this is tunneling; a packet from
AS#10 to AS#20 is encapsulated by adding a header
whose source is an address of AS#10 and destination is
an address of AS#30, and it is decapsulated in AS#30
and forwarded to AS#20. However, if upstream ASes
of AS#30 implement strict reverse path forwarding [3],
a packet originating from AS#10 may be dropped in the
upstream ASes because the source address of the packet
is not in AS#30. In this case, AS#30 cannot use direct
paths to forward this packet to AS#20. To bypass this fil-
tering, AS#30 encapsulates this packet again by adding a
header whose source is an address of AS#30 and destina-
tion is an address of AS#20. To distinguish a direct path
and this tunneling path, we define this tunnel as a transit
overlay path.

3.3 Inside a member AS

Figure 3 illustrates the system design at each alliance
member. Each member installs two types of soft-
ware components: an alliance path computation func-
tion (APCF) and (multiple) alliance gateway functions
(AGFs). In Fig. 3, a solid arrow means a normal BGP
session, and a dashed arrow means a BGP session for
establishing an AS alliance.

An AGF receives routes from neighboring ASes with
eBGP (Fig. 3(1)) and advertises only the routes that orig-
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inate from the other members to the APCF in the same
AS (Fig. 3(2)). The reason to apply this filtering is that
an APCF needs to obtain only AS paths between arbi-
trary pair of the members. An AGF also has normal BGP
router functions, i.e., it advertises routes to normal BGP
peers in its belonging AS with iBGP (Fig. 3(2)’).

The APCF exchanges routes that are received from
the AGFs of its own AS with the APCFs of the other
members (Fig. 3(3)). By this route exchange, the APCF
knows the AS paths between arbitrary pair of its alliance
members. This exchange can be done with establishing
full-mesh BGP sessions among the APCFs of the mem-
bers. Alternatively, the APCF establishes a BGP session
with only the aggregating APCF, which works as a route
reflector. The APCF then computes disjoint paths among
alliance members, and advertises BGP update messages
to the AGFs (Fig. 3(4)). When an AGF receives BGP
update messages from the APCF, it constructs routing ta-
bles used for packet forwarding to the alliance members.

4 Design

This section elaborates the design of an AS alliance, es-
pecially how an AS alliance discovers and utilizes multi-
ple routes. We then describe how an APCF computes the
paths and advertises them to an AGF and how the AGF
constructs its routing tables.

4.1 Multiple routes

An AGF may receive multiple routes to each prefix of the
members from neighbors as shown in Fig. 4. An AGF
advertises each update to the APCF without selecting the
best route to each prefix because we collect as many AS
paths as possible to improve the probability of finding
disjoint paths among the members.

Since the APCF must distinguish these multiple up-
dates destined to the same prefix received from an AGF,
the AGF annotates BGP updates with path identifiers as
in Fig. 4. In general, a path identifier is prepended in
network layer reachability information (NLRI) [17]. We
make a semantically different use of path identifiers, i.e.,
to differentiate updates from multiple neighbors.

4.2 Path computation and update

An APCF computes disjoint paths among alliance mem-
bers using routes received from the AGFs in the same
AS and the APCFs in the other members [8]. The APCF
recomputes disjoint paths among alliance members if it
detects a change in AS path information, e.g., a new AS
path appearing or the existing AS path withdrawing. Af-
ter computing disjoint paths, an APCF composes BGP
update messages to advertise the routes to the AGFs.

Figure 4: Advertising multiple routes for the same prefix
with path identifier.

To elaborate how an APCF advertises BGP update
messages to the AGFs, we revisit the same example
shown in Fig. 2. Let us assume that the APCF in AS#10
knows multiple paths to a prefix in AS#20, i.e., a di-
rect path and a forwarding overlay path via AS#30. The
APCF must notify these paths to the AGFs distinctly.
Furthermore, it must notify a transit overlay path to the
AGFs so that AS#30 is able to forward packets to AS#20
via AS#10. We use the community attribute [4] to distin-
guish these paths in update messages.

4.3 Routing in the AGF

The routing among alliance members should be sepa-
rated from the normal routing. We define three routing
tables in the AGF. The first one is for the normal routing,
the second one is for forwarding packets from its own
AS to the alliance members (routing table for its own
AS), and the third one is for transiting packets between
other members (routing table for the other ASes).

When an AGF receives a BGP update message from
the APCF in the same AS, it checks the community at-
tribute to select the routing table to update. If an up-
date message includes no community value or the one
assigned for a forwarding overlay path, an AGF updates
the routing table for its own AS. If it includes the value
assigned for a transit overlay paths, an AGF updates the
routing table for other ASes. When an AGF forwards a
packet, it checks the source address of the packet to de-
cide the routing table to refer.

An AGF implements tunnel interfaces to the other
members to set up the overlay paths. Figure 5 illus-
trates the tunnel paths to the other members in the rout-
ing tables of the AGF in AS#10. For example, the AGF
in AS#10 registers the forwarding overlay path toward
AS#20 to the routing table of its own AS and this path is
associated with the tunnel interface to AS#30. On the
other hand, it registers the transit overlay path toward
AS#20 to the routing table for the other ASes and this
path is associated with the tunnel interface to AS#20. As
shown in Fig. 5, a tunnel can be shared between each of
these overlay paths.
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Figure 5: Routing tables and tunnels to the other mem-
bers in an AGF.

5 Prototyping and Evaluation

We have implemented a prototype of AS alliance on
Linux boxes and conducted a preliminary evaluation.
Our implementation requires only a slight modification
to the existing software. Since we can set up multiple
IP routing tables on Linux, we can simply set up routing
tables in the AGF as described in Section 4.3 and add a
feature to Quagga BGP routing daemon [1] for advertis-
ing multiple routes with path identifiers as described in
Section 4.1.

Figure 6 shows the topology used for our evaluation.
Data center (DC) A, B, and C are edge ASes that form
an AS alliance. A tunnel from an AGF to the other mem-
ber DC is terminated at a terminator (not shown in Fig.
6). In this environment, we evaluate how data replication
with rsync command between DC-A and B is performed.
Simultaneous link failures are caused artificially at the
links (1) and (2) in Fig. 6 during the data replication. In
section 5.1, we show how the routing table in the AGF of
DC-A changes as a result of the link failures. In section
5.2, we show the results ofrsync with and without AS
alliance.

5.1 Routing table

This subsection describes how routing tables change to
mask link failures between member ASes. Figure 7(a)
shows an example of a part of routing table for its own
AS in the AGF of DC-A before the link failures are oc-
curred. The figure shows the multiple paths from DC-
A to DC-B and DC-C: one is a direct path and the
other is a forwarding overlay path (note that the device
“tun10to20” is a tunnel interface from AS#10 to AS#20).
The metric of a direct path is smaller than that of a for-
warding overlay path, so normally the direct path is used
as a primary path.

Figure 7(b) shows the routing table after the link fail-
ures are occurred. Although all the direct paths from
DC-A to DC-B disappear, DC-A can continue to com-

Figure 6: Evaluation topology.

� �
# ip route show table 10
10.5.30.0/24 via 172.31.2.3 dev eth1 proto zebra metric 1
10.5.30.0/24 dev tun10to20 proto zebra metric 10
10.5.20.0/24 proto zebra metric 1

nexthop via 172.31.2.3 dev eth1 weight 1
nexthop via 172.31.3.3 dev eth2 weight 1

10.5.20.0/24 dev tun10to30 proto zebra metric 10
� �

(a) Normal state

� �
# ip route show table 10
10.5.30.0/24 via 172.31.2.3 dev eth1 proto zebra metric 1
10.5.20.0/24 dev tun10to30 proto zebra metric 10

� �
(b) Failure state

Figure 7: Routing table in the AGF of DC-A.

municate with DC-B because a forwarding overlay path
to DC-B via DC-C is alive.

5.2 Data replication

Figure 8 shows parts of the results ofrsync command on
the host in DC-A when the direct paths between DC-A
and B disappear during data replication from DC-A to
DC-B . Figure 8(a) shows howrsync is executed in the
case that the AS alliance is formed among DC-A, B and
C, and Figure 8(b) shows in the case that an AS alliance
is not formed among these DCs.

With AS alliance, the data replication has successfully
finished even if the direct paths disappear between DC-
A and B. In this case, the communication between DC-A
and B can continue via a forwarding overlay path. On the
other hand, without AS alliance, the data replication has
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� �
# rsync -avh –progress /root/testfile 10.5.20.1:/root/
building file list ...
1 file to consider
testfile

1.02G 100% 5.85MB/s 0:02:45 (xfer#1, to-check=0/1)

sent 1.02G bytes received 42 bytes 4.65M bytes/sec
total size is 1.02G speedup is 1.00

� �
(a) rsync finishes successfully if AS alliance is formed

among DC-A, B, and C.

� �
# rsync -avh –progress /root/testfile 10.5.20.1:/root/
building file list ...
1 file to consider
testfile
Read from remote host 10.5.20.1: No route to host
rsync: writefdunbuffered failed to write 4 bytes ...
rsync: connection unexpectedly closed ...
rsync error: unexplained error (code 255) ...

� �
(b) rsync fails if AS alliance isnot formed among

DC-A, B and C.

Figure 8: Results of rsync when the direct paths disap-
pear during the data replication between DC-A and B.

failed because there is no route between DC-A and B.
These results show that AS alliance can provide the ro-
bust communication among data centers forming a vDC.

In AS alliance, the downtime of a single path depends
on the time of failure detection and route recomputation.
However, this can be mitigated if a faster failure detec-
tion technique such as a bidirectional forwarding detec-
tion [11] is implemented in BGP routers. Furthermore,
the application can avoid the influence of a failure of the
single path if multi-path application protocols are imple-
mented.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose avirtual data center (vDC) con-
sisting of multiple geographically distributed data cen-
ters operated by different organizations over the Inter-
net by applying the concept of AS alliance toensure ro-
bust connectivity among individual data centers to cost
effectively realize global business continuity and cover-
age. We present the practical design of an architecture
of vDC over AS alliance and implement its prototype to
conduct a feasibility study for making vDC connectiv-
ity robust. Our vDC design powered by the AS alliance

connectivity mechanism only slightly extends BGP and
IP tunnels and is practical enough to be deployed in the
current Internet. Our preliminary study shows that vDC
with AS alliance can provide the robust communication
among data centers forming a vDC.

There are quite a few interesting topics for our future
work. Among them, first, we plan to work on the control
interface for a cloud service provider to dynamically re-
configure a vDC. Second, we will analyze the stability of
a vDC over AS alliance in case of instability in the Inter-
net, e.g., route flapping, etc. Finally, we plan to deploy a
vDC in the real Internet and evaluate its effectiveness.
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